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Up until just a few centuries ago, any contamination was very minimal and certainly not enough to contaminate the whole earth, but now, our air, water and of course our soil has been way beyond contaminated for over a century now and still going from bad to worse every day. Despite the efforts of the few to reverse or at least slow this terrible contamination of our earth, still more and more people die from cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Lupus, MS, ALS, obesity, diabetes, brain tumors and the list goes on. You see, what you eat and drink every day of your life directly determines how your health will become. Instead of your Doctor teaching you how to eat healthier, so you can live longer, you are prescribed dangerous drugs that can literally kill you. And if it doesn’t kill you, then the Doctor has a customer for life! The entire medical industry thrives from this business model. You see, there is poison all around you, in your ‘food’, ‘water’ and of course your ‘soil’, too, which have all been way beyond contaminated for a very long time. There is a war going on out there, a war on your immune system. And the ones who can weaken your immune system the fastest, will profit the most from your constant state of illness.

It was already known from the very beginning that there is far more profit in treating than curing, so it doesn’t matter how much money you throw at charities, because they all work for the drug companies, Hospitals and of course the Doctors. Without a steady flow of sick people walking through their doors, they can’t make their Ferrari payments, take that vacation to Guam or pay their alimony. The entire system is designed to keep you sick and keep you going back for more drugs, until the drugs don’t numb the pain anymore and you’re told to just stay comfortable until you die. Is this how you are supposed to live out the rest of your life? Well, you don’t have to live in pain or in fear anymore! How? You need to start eating the very last food left here that is healthy enough to actually help heal your whole body - this means every organ, every nerve, every muscle and every joint.

You see, if the drugs can numb the pain inside you from the injury you have been enduring for so long, then that means you become another sick customer for life! And if you get worse, then you become the best customer. You don’t want to be a slave to drugs and Doctors your whole life, do you? Don’t you want to know what it’s like to live absolutely drug-free and pain-free? Doctors will discourage you from trying anything “alternative” OR your Doctor will support you taking vitamins supplements that are actually made from drugs, which will send you back to the Doctor again - they all know this! Drug companies own 99.99% of all the vitamins and supplements you see on the store shelf, either directly or indirectly; just look at the synthetic/chemical ingredients listed - that’s NOT nutrition, those are drugs!

It might have taken you years and decades to grow sick but will take you only months to repair much of the damage done to your body over the years. All you have to do is start eating exactly what your body was supposed to be eating from the first day you came into this world. It's called Longevity-6 from Longevity-6.com.
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